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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing systems have emerged as a type of 

distributed systems in which a multitude of interconnected 

machines are gathered and recruited over the internet to help 

solve a computation or data-intensive problem. There are 

large numbers of cases in which Cloud techniques solely are 

not able to solve the job due to the nature of the tasks. To 

overcome this problem recently a strong inclination has 

emerged towards enlisting the human intelligence and wisdom 

of crowds a.k.a. Crowdsourcing in combination with the 

machine automated techniques. In this paper the authors 

propose a model for integrating crowds of people in the Cloud 

environments to enrich Cloud computing environments to be 

able to provide hybrid human-machine services enabling it to 

solve a wider variety of problems which some of them are 

studied here. The authors nickname these rich types of 

services, Crowd-enhanced Cloud services. At the end, the 

modality and challenges of this convergence and its 

future trends are explored.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing systems are a type of distributed systems in 

which a collection of interconnected computing resources 

(e.g., CPU and storage) are shared, virtualized and presented 

as one or more unified computing services based on service-

level agreements [1]. So cloud computing is a model for 

enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service providers’ interactions. Crowdsourcing also is an 

online distributed problem solving and production model that 

has emerged in recent years [2]. Crowdsourcing systems enlist 

a multitude of humans to help solve a wide variety of 

problems [3] ranging from labeling images [4], to finding 3-D 

protein structures [5], to classifying galaxies in Hubble 

images [6]. There are many problems for which one or more 

computational services in combination with human agents 

can actually offer whole or part of a badly needed service 

that can achieve a level of service quality that cannot be 

achieved under each regime solely. An example service is the 

human evaluation of the output of a language translation 

job done by machine; human query processing to 

complement database query processing [7]. Another 

example are big-data management approaches for large-scale 

classification of items, here the authors discuss Walmart 

product classification system [8] as a case-study in this paper. 

This is the concept of “augmentation” that Doug 

Engelbart had proposed nearly 50 years ago in which 

machine-based services could improve semantically by 

integrating with human-provided services [9, 10]. 

Nowadays, crowds are increasingly employed in software 

and used alongside with the computers to solve problems. 

The same trend is emerging in the cloud services as well 

[11, 12]. Crowd-enhanced cloud which is the goal of this 

paper is a type of distributed system created as a result of 

injecting crowdsourcing into cloud computing at the lowest 

level of cloud hierarchy a.k.a resource pool. The authors aim 

to augment the cloud computing resource pool by considering 

the human crowd as a type of resource.  

In this paper it is tried to find answers to the following 

questions in this paper: 

1. Why is it necessary to enhance cloud services with a 

crowd (WHY)? 

2. Where in the cloud hierarchy, the crowd should be 

injected (WHERE)? 

3. What techniques exist for injecting a crowd into a cloud 

service (HOW)?  

By answering these questions, the authors aim to define 

key research issues and articulate future research 

challenges and directions for crowd-enhanced cloud 

computing. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

explores the concept of crowdsourcing and some key 

issues in designing a crowdsourcing system. Section 3 

defines cloud computing and exhibits several key 

characteristics of cloud computing systems. Section 4 

discusses the relationship between Cloud computing and 

crowdsourcing in modern Web and then answers the three 

above questions; why, how and where to inject crowd into 

cloud. Next, the authors discuss issues and research 

challenges faced when injecting crowd into cloud in Section 

6. Sections 7 and 8 conclude the work with a vision on 

future directions. 

2. CLOUD SERVICE PRINCIPLES 
In this section first an overview of the cloud computing 

service principles are studied and then some of the issues 

in this area are explored. 

2.1 Overview 
Clouds are vast pools of computing resources (e.g. 

processing, storage, applications) and cloud computing is a 

service-driven business model meaning that delivers these 

resources as a utility service via the internet on users’ 

demands [13,14]. Although recently known as the 

revolution in IT industry [15], the idea behind the cloud 

computing, looked like a dream in 1960s when John 

McCarthy envisioned that the computing facilities will be 

provided to general public as a utility [8]. However, the 

“cloud computing” as a whole was first introduced in 2006 

after Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt coined the word to 

describe a business model for providing services across the 

Internet [16], and popularity of the word actually started 

sometime in October 2007 when IBM and Google 

announced a collaboration in that domain [17, 18]. Google, 
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Amazon, Oracle Cloud, Rackspace, Salesforce, Zoho and 

Microsoft are some well-known cloud vendors. 

Cloud computing vendors, a.k.a. cloud providers, provide 

their infrastructure (resource pool) as a utility to host service 

providers enabling them to provide their software services 

over Internet for service users. So service providers no longer 

need to be concerned about large capital outlays in hardware 

to host their services or experts to operate and maintain it [14, 

19, 13]. Figure 1 shows an architecture for cloud computing. 

In cloud’s service-driven business model, three general groups 

of services are provided: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service 

(SaaS). 

Infrastructure as a Service. Cloud providers usually 

virtualize infrastructure resources in an on-demand fashion for 

cloud infrastructure users. Amazon EC2 or the Rackspace 

Cloud  are examples of IaaS cloud providers. 

Platfrom as a Service. Cloud providers can provide as a 

service the software platform that systems run on. This 

software platform include operating system, software 

development framework and execution environments. Google 

App Engine, Microsoft’s Azure cloud platforms are examples 

of well-known Platforms as Services. 

Software as a Service. Cloud providers can provide 

applications over the Internet, giving users the chance to work 

with an application without locally installing it. Amazon Web 

Services is one example of Software as a Service. 

 

Fig 1: Cloud Computing Diagram 

2.2 Dimensions 
In this part some aspects of cloud computing model are 

explored. 

Service Development. In cloud computing environments, 

cyber infrastructure developers develop and maintain the 

cloud framework. They are also in charge of hiding the 

infrastructure complexities from service users and higher level 

service providers. 

Resource Provisioning. In modern clouds, services share the 

underlying computing resources by running in isolated virtual 

machines. Every cloud computing platform should be able to 

allocate and de-allocate resources on-demand to match the 

workloads on virtual machines. This is not easy to map 

service level objectives such as quality of service to low level 

hardware resources such as CPU or memory. There are two 

operations necessary for efficient resource provisioning: (1) 

static provisioning, when virtual machines are created with 

special size and then consolidated to a special set of physical 

machines [20], and (2) dynamic provisioning that allows 

virtual machine hardware resources to dynamically adjust 

themselves to match on-demand workloads [21, 22]. 

Quality of Service. The pool of computing resources is 

dynamically  reconfigured and exploited based on the 

workloads on virtual machines running services. This is 

provided by the infrastructure provider with a guarantee on 

the performance and availability of service, a.k.a. Service 

Level Agreement (SLA) negotiated between the consumer 

and provider of a service. Due to dynamic nature of cloud 

resource allocation and de-allocation, continuous monitoring 

of quality of service is necessary to ensure SLA [14, 23]. 

Definition of the SLA with an appropriate level of granularity 

is an issue, so that it can completely cover the user needs and 

at the same time simple enough to be weighted, verified, 

evaluated and enforced by a resource provisioning mechanism 

in the cloud [24]. 

Cost and Payment Methods. Although moving onto cloud 

would considerably reduce the infrastructure costs, but at the 

same time it would raise the cost of data communication as 

the organization’s data should transfer up to cloud and then 

down to organization. So organizations should consider this 

tradeoff when making decisions on migrating to the cloud 

[25]. From the point of view of a cloud provider, calculating 

the cost of consumed resources is a complicated task in 

dynamic resource provisioning cloud systems than static 

computing ones. Also a complete charging model needs to 

consider virtual machine associated items such as software 

licenses and virtual network usage in addition to above costs 

[24]. 

Service Interoperability.  The concept of a cloud 

operated by one service provider or enterprise interoperating 

with a cloud operated by another is a powerful idea. Of course 

from within one cloud, explicit instructions can be issued over 

the Internet to another cloud. For example, code executing 

within Google AppEngine can also reference storage residing 

on AWS. However, there are no implicit ways that cloud 

resources and services can be exported or caused to 

interoperate. 

3. CROWDSOURCING PRINCIPLES 
In this section an overview of the crowdsourcing concept is 

provided and then the important dimensions of a 

crowdsourcing process are explored. 

3.1 Overview 
Crowdsourcing is the process of enlisting a crowd of people to 

solve a problem [26, 27]. The idea of crowdsourcing was first 

introduced by Jeff. Howe in 2006 [27]. Since then, an 

enormous amount of efforts has been put into this area from 

both academia and industry and many crowdsourcing 

platforms and research prototypes (either general or special 

purpose) have been introduced. Amazon Mechanical Turk1 

(MTurk), Crowdflower2, Wikipedia3 and Stackoverflow4 are 

examples of well-known crowdsourcing platforms. 
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To crowdsource a problem, the problem owner, also called the 

requester, prepares a request for the crowd’s contributions and 

submits it to a crowdsourcing platform. This request, also referred 

to as the crowdsourcing task or shortly as the task, consists of a 

description of the problem that is asked to be solved, a set of 

requirements necessary for task accomplishment, a possible 

criteria for evaluating quality of crowd contributions and any other 

information that can help workers produce contributions of higher 

quality levels. People who are willing to contribute to the task, also 

called workers, select the task if they are eligible to do so, and 

provide the requester with their contributions. The contributions 

are sent to the requester directly or through the crowdsourcing 

platform. The requester may evaluate the contributions and reward 

the workers whose contributions have been accepted [28, 29, 30]. 

3.2 Dimensions 
Several dimensions characterize a crowdsourcing process, 

each of which impacts various aspects of the process from 

outcome quality to execution time and costs. 

Task Definition. Task definition is important in the success 

of a crowdsourcing process. A poorly designed task can result 

in receiving low quality contributions, attracting malicious 

workers or leaving the task unsolved due to unnecessary 

complications [31, 32]. Therefore, it is highly recommended 

to design robust tasks. A robust task is designed so that it is 

easier to do it rather than to cheat [33]. Moreover, a requester 

should make sure to provide all information required by 

workers to do the task to increase the chance of receiving 

contributions of higher quality levels. The importance of this 

dimension is because of its direct impact mainly on the 

outcome quality, task execution time and the number of 

recruited workers. 

Worker Selection. Quality of workers who contribute to a 

task can directly impact the quality of its outcome [33, 32, 

34]. Low quality or malicious workers can produce low 

quality contributions and consequently waste the resources of 

the requester. Research shows that recruiting suitable workers 

can lead to receiving higher quality contributions [34, 35]. A 

suitable worker is a worker whose profile, history, 

experiences and expertise highly matches the requirements of 

a task. In a crowdsourcing process, workers might be 

recruited through various methods such as open-call, 

publish/subscribe [36], friend-based [37], profile-based [34] 

and team-based methods [38]. 

Real-time Control and Support. During the execution of the 

task, the requester may manually or automatically control the 

workflow of the task and manipulate the workflow or the list 

of the workers who are involved in the task in order to 

increase the chance of receiving high quality contributions 

[39, 40]. Moreover, workers may increase their experience 

while contributing to a task by receiving real-time feedback 

from other workers or requester. The feedback received in 

real-time, and before final submission of the worker’s 

contribution, can assist the worker to pre-assess the provided 

contribution and enhance the contribution to satisfy the task 

requirements more fully [41]. Real-time workflow control and 

feedback can directly impact the outcome quality, the 

execution time and also the cost of the task, so they should be 

taken into account when studying crowdsourcing processes. 

Quality Assessment. Assessing the quality of contributions 

received from the crowd is another important aspect of a 

crowdsourcing process. Quality in crowdsourcing is always 

under question. The reason is that workers in crowdsourcing 

systems have different levels of expertise and experiences; 

they contribute with different incentives and motivations; and 

even they might be included in collaborative unfair activities 

[33, 42, 43]. Several approaches are proposed to assess quality 

of workers’ contributions such as expert review, input 

agreement, output agreement, majority consensus and ground 

truth [33]. 

Compensation Policy. Rewarding the workers whose 

contributions have been accepted, or punishing malicious or 

low quality workers, can directly impact their chance, 

eligibility and motivation to contribute to future tasks. 

Rewards can be monetary (extrinsic) or non-monetary 

(intrinsic). Research shows that the impact of intrinsic 

rewards, e.g., altruism or recognition in the community, on the 

quality of the workers’ contributions is more than monetary 

rewards [44]. Choosing an adequate compensation policy can 

greatly impact the number of contributing workers as well as 

the quality of their contributions. Hence, compensation policy 

is an important aspect of a crowdsourcing process. 

Aggregation Technique. A single crowdsourcing task might 

be assigned to several workers. The final outcome of such a 

task can be one or few individual contributions received from 

workers or an aggregation of all of them [23, 30]. Voting is an 

example of the tasks that crowd contributions are aggregated 

to build up the final task outcome. In contrast, in competition 

tasks only one or few workers’ contributions are accepted and 

rewarded. Each of the individual contributions has its own 

characteristics such as quality level, worker’s reputation and 

expertise. Therefore, combining or even comparing these 

contributions is a challenging task and choosing a wrong 

aggregation method can directly impact the quality of the task 

outcome. 

Integration. A drawback of existing crowdsourcing platforms 

is that each defines a stand-alone system with rigid structure 

and requirements, and thus demands significant work in order 

to integrate human computation into larger applications. Each 

new application may require building a pipeline from the 

ground up, and in many cases, a new community. Particularly 

for complex applications, which may involve several steps of 

human computation using different crowdsourcing platforms 

interleaved with machine computation, constructing such a 

pipeline can be a tedious effort. In practice, complex systems 

are discouraged, and most uses of human computation avoid 

multiple interleaved processing steps. 

4. INJECTING CROWD INTO CLOUD 

SERVICES 

Nowadays, crowd are increasingly employed in software and 

used alongside with computers to solve problems. The same 

trend is emerging in the cloud services as well [11,12]. 

Therefore, in this section it is tried to present justifications on 

cloud-crowd computing by answering the following 

questions: 

1. Why is it necessary to enhance cloud services with a crowd 

(WHY)? 

2. In which level or levels of the cloud service stack (Fig.1), a 

crowd should be injected (WHERE)? 

3. What techniques exist for injecting crowd sources into 

cloud (HOW)? 

4.1 Why to inject Crowd into Cloud? 
To answer this question, one should recall the definition of a 

cloud service presented in Section 3. According to this 

definition, one of the main resource categories that a cloud 

service can offer to its users is the computing resource. This 

fact is also depicted in Figure 1. For example, CPUs as 
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computing resources can be granted and revoked to users 

based on their requests and requirements. 

On the other hand, the most important aspect of 

crowdsourcing that differentiates it from other distributed 

systems is harnessing crowd intelligence and wisdom to solve 

a problem. In other words, crowdsourcing services employ 

people as computing resources to solve a certain task. People 

as computing resources can be involved in any type of task, 

but their major strength points is that they perform well in 

tasks that are pretty hard for computers but very easy for 

humans. Photo tagging is a very good example of these type 

of tasks. These tasks are also called Human Intelligence Tasks 

(HITs) [45]. Due to the rapid application of computers and 

mobile devices in people’s daily life and the emerging field of 

mobile cloud computing platforms, a very wide variety of 

problems, a reasonable amount of them HITs, show up in our 

daily life. Probably, the best way to tackle these problems, 

mainly HITs, is to use crowdsourcing techniques in the cloud 

service context. Therefore, it is vital to enhance the cloud 

services with injecting the crowd computing power into cloud. 

4.2 Where to inject Crowd? 
Computing resources in clouds are managed in the lowest 

level of the hierarchy, a.k.a. infrastructure level or resource 

pool. Therefore, the authors here aim to inject crowd of 

people as a resource in the resource pool creating a rich type 

of cloud. Such augmentation enriches all service levels of 

target cloud computing system without changing the stack. 

There are some crowdsourcing systems that have tried to 

inject crowd into cloud. An example is the crowdsourcing 

system reported in [12] that considers a crowdsourcing system 

with the mission of video quality testing and then tries shifting 

the videos onto the cloud, thus optimizing the production of 

videos to the workers. Lenk et al based on such works, 

redesigned the cloud computing service stack and offered a 

new crowdsourcing layer on top of it entitled human as a 

service [46]. 

Hybrid cloud architecture, presented in [47] also includes 

human as a service layer. This is the most similar work to our 

research, but it changes the cloud stack and their view is 

limited to software as a service layer while this work's 

contribution embeds crowds as resources into the cloud 

computing original stack without changing it and trying to 

have resource type transparency in mind. There exists some 

attempts at injecting crowd into cloud. An example is the 

work reported in [12]. 

4.3 How to inject the Crowd? 
In [48] inevitable change in data-centric systems is considered 

as an effect of connectivity of billions of device-enabled 

people to the massive cloud computing infrastructure and is 

envisioned by developing hybrid cloud/crowd systems but no 

clear solution is suggested. 

Crowd-servicing is the name picked for evolving vision in 

Web 3.0 by [7] in which services provided by human agents 

and machines are integrated over the World Wide Web to 

represent the full flowering of the augmentation concept [9]. 

Combining the power of both machine and human clouds 

within a hybrid cloud/crowd design that combines query Web 

services, string similarity algorithms and crowdsourcing in a 

real project case. The goal of this research as a proof of 

concept was to show that crowdsourcing can be used 

effectively and efficiently as part of software engineering 

practices [11]. 

Some works specially the one reported in [49] tried 

empowering the crowdsourcing service by changing it to be 

cloud-enabled. Delivering a general purpose crowdsourcing 

capability is studied in some works. The work done in [49] 

explores the technical requirements for delivering an end-to-

end general purpose crowdsourcing platform  in four sections: 

registration, initializing crowdsourcing request, carrying out 

crowdsourcing request, and complete crowdsourcing request. 

Then it has studied the extent to which four different 

crowdsourcing platforms meet the specific subset of these 

technical requirements. She demonstrates how the cloud 

infrastructure can be used as a scalable hosting and 

application development environment for dynamic, task-based 

crowd teaming. 

A step forward in building a general purpose crowdsourcing 

platform and creating a tool for crowdsourcing programmers 

is reported in [28]. They have created a human and machine 

resource management system called Dormouse, and explore 

the drawbacks of current crowdsourcing paradigms such as 

treating human workers as homogenous and rigid structure 

that makes them hard to integrate with other platforms. Other 

human computation frameworks have been presented in [50, 

51, 52] but they are all platform-dependent design patterns 

compared to jabberwocky, which is a full stack general 

purpose crowdsourcing. 

Another type of effort for a crowdsourcing toolkit is usage of 

declarative query languages for human computation 

introduced in [53, 54]. The concept of global brain [55] is 

described to view all the people and computers on our planet. 

Because of the involvement of people, the programming skills 

needed for global brain is completely different from 

traditional computer programming and software engineering. 

Then the challenge of programming this global brain is 

studied. 

There are real-time or single-worker applications, for example 

the work presented in [56], which is a computer-implemented 

method and system (Legion) for capturing and outsourcing an 

existing graphical user interface (GUI) of an application to a 

crowd for their collaborative real-time control using an input 

device. 

5. CROWD-ENHANCED CLOUD 

SERVICE STACK 
As discussed in Section 4, one should consider both people 

and machines as first-class citizens in cloud. Such injection 

empowers all the above layers of the cloud service stack, 

including Iaas, Paas and SaaS. In this section we clarify this 

consideration. 

5.1 Crowd-Enhanced IaaS 
A human and machine resource management system is needed 

on top of resource pool that feeds IaaS layer directly, like the 

virtualization layer in every other cloud service stack shown 

in Fig 1. This layer should interact with both people and 

machines, and in addition maintain real identities, user 

profiles, and social relationships for the people who comprise 

the system, and allow IaaS provider to define arbitrary person-

level properties and social structures in the system. Further, 

because this virtualization layer defines communication 

protocols for both people and machines, by means of that, 

IaaS users could naturally interact with both in unified control 

flows even for complex parallel processing tasks. An example 

of such resource management layer named Dormous is 

presented in [28]. 
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In existing crowdsourcing systems, human workers are often 

treated as homogeneous and interchangeable, which is useful 

in handling issues of scale and availability. However, limited 

notions of identity, reputation, expertise, and social 

relationships limit the scope of tasks that can be addressed by 

these systems. Incorporating real identities, social structure, 

and expertise modeling has proven valuable in a range of 

applications, for example, in question-answering with 

Aardvark. Building general frameworks for human 

computation that include these notions will enable complex 

applications to be built more easily. 

5.2 Crowd-Enhanced PaaS 
Some large-scale data applications such as MapReduce 

platform can be proposed as PaaS in crowd-enhanced cloud 

on top of IaaS. This MapReduce implementation can facilitate 

complex data processing tasks. Like main MapReduce, it 

gives the PaaS user the ability to specify map and reduce 

steps, but allowing either step to be powered by human or 

machine computation. The data flow, resource allocation, and 

parallelization necessary for each step are handled by this 

Crowd-Enhanced MapReduce with no onus on the PaaS user.  

In addition to combining machine and human computation, 

crowd-enhanced MapReduce also provides the ability to 

choose particular types of people to complete each task (based 

on crowd-enhanced IaaS), and allows arbitrary dependencies 

between multiple map and reduce steps. Many interesting 

social computing applications fit naturally into this paradigm, 

as they frequently involve the need for parallelization of 

subtasks across people or machines, and subsequent 

aggregation such as writing a summary or averaging the 

ratings. As a simple example, conducting a survey and 

tabulating summary statistics for each question (breaking 

down according to a variety of demographics) can be 

expressed using a human map step that sends the survey in 

parallel to many people, and one or more machines reduce 

steps on the output that aggregate the responses keyed by 

question and/or user demographic. One such implemented 

platform named ManReduce is reported in [28]. 

5.3 Crowd-Enhanced SaaS 
Hybrid cloud architectures, presented in [47] and [46] also 

include human as a service layer on top of main SaaS. In this 

work the authors don’t change the cloud main stack but enrich 

it with the human in resource pool, so here the authors don’t 

propose a human as a service layer but a crowd-enhanced 

software as a service layer. A drawback of existing 

crowdsourcing platforms is that each defines a stand-alone 

system with rigid structure and requirements, and thus 

demands significant work in order to integrate human 

computation into larger applications. Each new application 

may require building a pipeline from the ground up, and in 

many cases, a new community. Particularly for complex 

applications, which may involve several steps of human 

computation using different crowdsourcing platforms 

interleaved with machine computation, constructing such a 

pipeline can be a tedious effort. In practice, complex systems 

are discouraged, and most uses of human computation avoid 

multiple interleaved processing steps. 

Most of the works done in the crowdsourcing to combine pure 

human-enabled Web services with machine-enabled Web 

services, could fit in this layer. The research done in [7] 

introduces the concept of crowdservicing. It then uses a 

scenario to illustrate how a crowdsourcing application as a 

service can provide all or part of a badly needed service, 

which, in combination with one or more computational 

services, can achieve a level of quality that each regime can’t 

achieve separately. 

The work done in [12] considers a crowdsourcing system with 

the mission of video quality testing and then tries shifting the 

videos onto the cloud, thus optimizing the production of 

videos to the workers. So providing such crowdsourcing 

systems as services in SaaS layer can derive a benefit from 

cloud storage, which is the aim of that work. 

5.4 Case-Study: Wall-Mart Product 

Classification 
Wall-Mart product classification project is an example of 

hybrid crowd-machine approaches which is proposed for big 

data analytics [8]. In this project, a huge volume of data is 

constantly being received from various retailers from all 

across the country. The sent data is structured but in most of 

the cases it is incomplete. So, Wall-Mart cannot use only 

machines for the purpose of entity matching and resolution. 

The results, as tested, do not have the required level of 

accuracy. To overcome this problem, Wall-Mart selects some 

individuals with adequate expertise to refine the results 

produced by machine. 

6. RESEARCH ISSUES 
Injecting crowds of workers as a computing resource in 

cloud resource pool raises design challenges. In this section, 

the authors explain what issues raise when one injects 

crowd into cloud. 

6.1 Large-Scale Data Management 
Parallel programming frameworks, including MapReduce, 

Dryad [52], and GPU shader languages [3] have been 

developed in an environment characterized by data-intensive 

applications and the availability of parallel computing 

resources. This characterization also holds for many 

applications in human computation, for example, in image 

processing or machine learning. There are some applications 

where embedding crowd into MapReduce is not suitable, for 

example, for using a single worker in the crowd to control a 

robot [56]. So data-processing applications are well-suited to 

this approach, while this is not true for real-time or single-

worker sequential applications. 

6.2 Human and Machine Resource 

Management System 
The need for a "virtual machine” layer in stack that 

consists of low-level software libraries is a research issue. 

This layer should interact with both people and traditional 

computing machines and maintain real identities, rich user 

profiles, and social relationships for the people who 

comprise the system, and allow end users to define 

arbitrary person-level properties and social structures in 

the system. Further, because this virtualization layer 

defines communication protocols for both people and 

machines, by means of that, programmers could very 

naturally interact with both in unified control flows even 

for complex parallel processing tasks. An example of such 

resource management layer is created in [28] named 

Dormous. 

6.3 Supporting Social Computing 
The other important aspect is to allow the programmer to 

route tasks based on personal properties such as expertise and 

demographic. For example, specify that certain tasks be 

dispatched only to people with graduate degrees in biology, or 
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expertise in computer science, or simply to people under 25 or 

the people of one college. 

6.4 Simple Task/Service Definistion 
The crowd-enhanced cloud system should define simple 

interfaces for using, creating, and sharing functions (human or 

machine) and micro-task templates, making it easy to quickly 

implement a wide range of applications. This means for 

crowd-enabled tasks the need for straight forward 

mechanisms to create new templates for human tasks, and 

importantly, to reuse those created by others. This minimizes 

redundant work and allows programmers to focus on control 

flows rather than creating and optimizing task templates. 

6.5 Quality Assessment 
There are mechanisms for quality control and assessment of 

service both in cloud computing and crowdsourcing environments. 

In a crowd-enhanced cloud computing system a quality control 

mechanism is necessary to ensure some service level agreements 

in the parts of the service that use both human or machine 

resources. 

6.6 Interoperability 
Integration of computational and human-assisted services in 

two crowd-enhanced clouds is a design issue needed to be 

explored. For example, a service in one crowd-enhanced 

cloud, in one step, routes tasks to a large number of 

inexpensive workers from one crowd-enhanced cloud 

computing platform, and in a next step, routes tasks to a 

smaller number of vetted experts from another platform, 

without requiring to learn the separate (and often complex) 

API calls from multiple platforms. 

6.7 Dynamic Pricing Mechanism 
A dynamic pricing component is needed. Software 

components can be developed, which will adjust the pricing of 

crowdsourcing requests according to demand and participant 

availability alongside machine resource providing. The 

pricing mechanism should be something like pay as you go in 

clouds 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

DIRECTIONS 
Utilizing the map-reduce could be a future direction. For 

example, machine map step could specify automatic 

information extraction of facts from a set of scientific papers, 

such as genetic and environmental risk factors for a set of 

candidate diseases. Then, a human reduce step could 

aggregate the proposed facts about each disease, check their 

accuracy and convert them into a summary. 

The vast potential one can realize by integrating computation 

with human intellectual power has been recognized from 

computing earliest days. Its origins are in cybernetics, in the 

seminal writings of Norbert Wiener, Hal Ashby, Lick 

Licklider, and others in the 1950s and 60s. Wiener advocated 

for human use of human beings [57], whereas Ashby 

developed the concept of synthetically amplifying human 

intellectual power, which he referred to as intelligence 

amplification [58]. Licklider argued passionately for tightly 

coupling human intellect and computing machines to achieve 

man computer symbiosis. [59] He conjectured that the 

resulting systems can potentially perform at a level superior to 

each subsystem. In many situations, human agents can 

provide all or part of a badly needed service, which, in 

combination with one or more computational services, can 

achieve a level of quality that each regime cannot achieve 

separately. This is the potential that having crowdsourcing as 

services offers. 

The existing crowdsourcing systems are often purpose-built, 

supporting a set of specific, micro tasks in a particular domain 

and a specific part of the product life-cycle. To address the 

identified gaps in architectural support for building 

crowdsourcing service it could embark on building a platform 

for crowdsourcing, demonstrating how the cloud 

infrastructure can be used as a scalable hosting and 

application development environment for dynamic, task-based 

crowd teaming. 

In this paper the authors demonstrated why, how and where to 

inject crowd into cloud and then analyzed some research 

issues and challenges that arise from this convergence 
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